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Abstract—Primary user emulation attack (PUEA) is a denial
of service (DoS) attack unique to dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
networks. While there have been studies in literature to detect
and mitigate PUEA, the impact of PUEA on the performance of
secondary networks has seldom been studied. In this paper, we
analyze how PUEA affects call dropping and delay in secondary
networks carrying both real-time traffic and non-real-time traffic.
Numerical results indicate that PUEA can increase the number
of dropped calls by up to two orders of magnitude and can
increase the mean delay by up to a factor larger than two. We
then evaluate the performance of secondary networks that deploy
the protocols which we proposed previously to mitigate PUEA.
Our protocols reduce the number of dropped calls by up to one
order of magnitude. Our protocols are also shown to exhibit
almost the same delay performance as that of a system with
no PUEA, for low malicious traffic load. When malicious traffic
load is high, our protocols provide an improvement on the delay
performance by up to 54%.
Index Terms—Dynamic spectrum access (DSA), primary user
emulation attack (PUEA), Markov model, call dropping, delay

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio enabled dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
networks [1]-[3] allow unlicensed “secondary users” to access
the spectrum bands unused by licensed “primary users” to
improve spectrum utilization. The secondary users evacuate
the spectrum bands upon the return of the primary users. This
spectrum etiquette could be exploited by malicious users to
mount a DSA specific attack called primary user emulation
attack (PUEA) [4]. In such an attack, a set of malicious secondary users transmit signals whose characteristics resemble
that of the primary transmitter, misleading the good secondary
users to believe that the primary user is active and evacuate
the spectrum unnecessarily.
There are several studies in literature that deal with detection
and mitigation of PUEA [4]-[11]. Some of these include
isolation of malicious users using directional antennas on the
secondary users [4] or underlying sensors [5], while some
mitigate PUEA by using hypothesis testing [7],[8]. Additional
description and references on PUEA can be found in [12][17]. We proposed the first centralized protocol [9] to mitigate
PUEA, in which secondary users convey their individual
decisions to a centralized controller, which in turn, uses the
individual decisions obtained from all the secondary users to
come up with a decision for the entire network. We then
developed the first distributed protocol to mitigate PUEA [10],
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in which secondary users exchange their individual spectrum
decisions with their one-hop neighbors to thwart PUEA. The
centralized protocol in [9] and the distributed protocol in [10]
were found to reduce the probability of successful PUEA by
up to four and three orders of magnitude, respectively.
While research has been performed on the mitigation of
PUEA, most studies focus on reducing the error probabilities
in the primary user sensing mechanism. The impact of PUEA
on the quality-of-service (QoS) performance of the secondary
network has not been studied in detail. In order to illustrate
this, consider a secondary network in which secondaries use
channels from the set C = {1, 2, · · · , C}, for communication.
Let a particular secondary user use channel 1. If PUEA is
successfully launched on channel 1, then this user has to
switch to another channel that is neither used by the primary
users nor by other secondary users. If such a channel is
not available, then the call incident on the secondary user
is dropped if it is a delay sensitive real-time application. If
the call corresponds to non-real-time traffic, it can be buffered
till a channel becomes available by virtue of a primary or
another secondary call leaving the system. A dropped call
results in unreliable communication. If the call is buffered
then it causes additional delay, thereby resulting in degraded
quality-of-service (QoS). To the best of our knowledge, the
effect of PUEA on the performance of secondary networks
(e.g., call dropping, delay), has not been studied.
In this paper, we study the impact of PUEA on secondary
networks. Specifically we study the call dropping in secondary
networks carrying real time traffic and the delay suffered
by secondary networks carrying non-real-time traffic, due to
PUEA. Note that in some scenarios, certain real-time traffic
may be tolerant to some delay, while some calls corresponding
to non-real-time traffic may be dropped if their waiting time in
the buffer exceeds a specific threshold. In this paper, by “realtime traffic”, we mean delay-intolerant traffic which is dropped
immediately when no available channels are found. By “nonreal-time traffic”, we mean delay-tolerant traffic which can
be buffered in the system until a channel becomes available.
To perform our study, we consider two types of malicious
behavior: (i) “obstructive” malicious users, who launch PUEA
with the sole objective of evacuating secondary users but
not to use the white spaces for themselves and (ii) “greedy”
malicious users, who use the white spaces like other secondary
users in addition to launching PUEA.
We model the channel occupancy in DSA networks under
PUEA as a three dimensional continuous time Markov chain
(3D-CTMC), and use the 3D-CTMC to analyze the call
dropping in secondary networks with real-time traffic and the
delay in secondary networks carrying non-real-time traffic, in

the presence of PUEA. Numerical results indicate that PUEA
can increase the number of dropped secondary calls by up
to two orders of magnitude in networks carrying real-time
traffic, and can increase the mean delay by up to a factor larger
than two in networks carrying non-real-time traffic. We also
evaluate the performance of secondary networks that deploy
the centralized and distributed protocols we proposed in [9]
and [10], respectively, to mitigate PUEA. We show that our
protocols can improve the call dropping performance by up
to one order of magnitude and can provide almost the same
delay performance as that of a system with no PUEA, when
malicious traffic load is low. When malicious traffic is high,
our protocols improve the delay performance by up to 54%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model. Sections III and IV present the
analysis of impact of PUEA on DSA networks with realtime traffic and non-real-time traffic, respectively. Results and
conclusions are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a DSA network with multiple channels, which
can be used by secondary users when primary users are not
present. Malicious users can deceive secondary users into
believing that a primary user is present (when it is not), by
launching PUEA. We assume that the malicious users coordinate with each other to launch PUEA. When malicious
users operate un-coordinately, each malicious user has to
individually launch PUEA. We [9],[10] and other research
work on PUEA [5] had shown that an individual malicious
user can almost never launch PUEA singly without any
help from other malicious users. Therefore, malicious users
need to co-ordinate to launch PUEA. There has been work
in the literature on PUEA [5],[18] and other research on
security (e.g., jamming) [19], on how malicious users coordinate. We assume that the malicious users can use one
of those mechanisms to co-ordinate. Secondary users that
are successfully attacked by malicious users will have to
switch to alternate channels to continue their transmission.
If no alternate channels are available for switching, the call
incidents on the secondary users are dropped if the network
carries delay sensitive real-time traffic or are buffered to be
transmitted later (following the departure of another secondary
call or a primary call or the end of malicious activity) if
the network carries reliability sensitive, non-real-time traffic.
Only ongoing secondary calls that cannot continue on the
same channel due to successful PUEA or primary activity are
buffered (newly arriving secondary calls that do not find a
channel for transmission are blocked). Therefore, we consider
a finite buffer of size equal to the total number of available
channels, C. The provision of such a buffer ensures that nonreal-time secondary calls are completed (with additional delay)
but not dropped.
It is of interest to determine the effect of PUEA on the call
dropping performance of secondary networks carrying realtime traffic and on the additional delay suffered by the calls
in secondary networks carrying non-real-time traffic. In order
to perform the analysis, we consider two types of behavior for
malicious users, namely, i) “obstructive” malicious users and

ii) “greedy” malicious users. Obstructive malicious users do
not use any spectrum for their own communications. Instead,
their sole aim is to evacuate other secondary users out of
the system by launching PUEA. This kind of behavior is
common in tactical networks where the purpose of preventing
the communication of other users is achieved by launching
PUEA. Greedy malicious users launch PUEA to grab channels
for their own communications. Both greedy and obstructive
malicious users launch PUEA only when the system is full,
i.e., when all the C channels are occupied by primary, secondary or malicious users. For obstructive malicious users, this
is because, DSA networks allow secondary users to switch
channels and hence, even if the PUEA is successful, the
objective of disrupting secondary communication is failed
if alternate channels are available for switching. Similarly,
greedy malicious users do not require to launch PUEA if other
channels are available for their communications.
We consider the case where all the primary users have
identical call arrival rates. The case when different primary
users have different arrival rates is very complex to analyze.
In this case, a three dimensional Markov chain is insufficient.
An accurate model would be a C−dimensional Markov chain,
one corresponding to each of the primary users. The number of
states in such a Markov chain could be exponential in C, thus
making the analysis intractable and complex. However, if all
the primary users are of the “same type”, e.g., TV transmitters,
then it is fair to assume that the arrival rate is equal for all
the primary users. We consider primary and secondary calls
to arrive according to a Poisson process with rates, λp and
λs , respectively [20]. The primary and secondary users hold
the channels for an exponentially distributed random time with
means µ1p and µ1s , respectively [20]. When all the C channels
are occupied, malicious users launch PUEA according to a
Poisson process with arrival rate, λm and hold the channel
for a random time which is exponentially distributed with
mean µ1m [21]. Malicious users can launch PUEA as soon
as the system becomes full. However, the arrival epochs of
the primary user and secondary users are independent random
variables and hence the probability of a primary arriving at
exactly the same instant the system is full, is zero. Hence,
when malicious users launch PUEA exactly at the same instant
the system becomes full, it makes the attacks easy to detect
and mitigate [21]. So, malicious users launch PUEA according
to a Poisson process in order to avoid being easily detected.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS : R EAL -T IME T RAFFIC
Real-time traffic is sensitive to delay and hence, DSA
networks carrying real-time traffic drop ongoing secondary
calls that do not find an alternate channel to switch to. In order
to determine the fraction of dropped real-time secondary calls
(or the call dropping probability), it is necessary to model
the channel occupancy in the system. We model the channel occupancy as three-dimensional continuous time Markov
chain (3D-CTMC). Each state in the 3D-CTMC is a 3-tuple,
(s, m, p), representing the number of channels occupied by
the secondary, malicious and primary users, respectively. The
transition rates of the 3D-CTMC differ depending on the
behavior of the malicious users (i.e., differ for obstructive

and greedy malicious users). We present the analysis for
obstructive malicious users in Section III-A and that for greedy
malicious users in Section III-B.
A. “Obstructive” Malicious Users
“Obstructive” malicious users launch PUEA only when
there are no available channels, and they do not attack nor
use channels for their own communications when the system
is not full. The transition rates of the 3D-CTMC are specified
in Fig. 1 and explained as follows.
• At any state, (s, m, p), departures occur whenever an
ongoing call is completed. Depending on whether the
ongoing call is a secondary, malicious or primary call,
transitions from state (s, m, p) occur to states (s−1, m, p)
(with rate sµs ), (s, m − 1, p) (with rate mµm ) and
(s, m, p − 1) (with rate pµp ), respectively.
• If p channels are occupied by primary users, then a new
primary call can arrive only in any one of the remaining
C − p channels. Therefore, if the system is not full, i.e.,
when s+m+p < C, transitions corresponding to primary
arrival occur from state (s, m, p) to (s, m, p+1) with rate
(C − p)λp .
• Malicious users launch PUEA only on those channels
occupied by secondary users and when the system is full,
i.e., when the state is (s, m, p) with s + m + p = C and
s > 0. Also, malicious users can only launch PUEA on
those channels which are not yet occupied by primary
users and those are not yet attacked by other malicious
users. When an attack is successfully launched on a
channel occupied by a secondary user, the corresponding
secondary call is dropped. Thus transitions corresponding to malicious activity occur from state (s, m, p) to
(s − 1, m + 1, p) with rate (C − p − m)λm .
• When the system is full and has at least one secondary
user, i.e., when the state is (s, m, p) with s + m + p = C
and s > 0, if a malicious user is evacuated due to the
return of primary user, it would instantaneously launch
PUEA on one of the other channels being occupied by a
secondary user, thus making the Markov chain transition
from state (s, m, p) to (s − 1, m, p + 1). However, if no
channels are being occupied by good users, the malicious
user has to leave the system. This would lead the Markov
chain to transition from state (0, m, p) to (0, m−1, p+1).
Let Ψ denote the set of feasible states of the 3D-CTMC shown
in Fig. 1.
Ψ = {(s, m, p) | s ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, p ≥ 0 and s + m + p ≤ C} .

(1)

Let ψ(s, m, p) denote an indicator function of Ψ, given by

1 if (s, m, p) ∈ Ψ,
ψ(s, m, p) =
(2)
0
otherwise.
At steady state, let P (s, m, p) denote the steady state probability of the channel occupancy being given by the state (s, m, p).
The local balance equations (LBE’s) for the transitions in Figs.
1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) can then be written as in Eqns. (3)-(5).
P (s, m, p) can then be obtained, ∀ (s, m, p) ∈ Ψ, by solving
a system of linear equations specified by Eqns. (3)-(5) and the
normalization condition.

The probability that a newly arriving secondary call is
blocked (i.e., not admitted into the system), is the probability
that all the C channels are occupied when the new secondary
call arrives. Thus, the blocking probability, pblock , is given by
X
pblock =
P (s, m, p).
(6)
(s,m,p)∈Ψ
s+m+p=C

The call dropping probability, pdrop , i.e., the probability that
an ongoing secondary call is dropped from the system before
it is completed, is the probability that all the C channels are
occupied and an arrival of a new primary or PUEA occurs.
Thus, pdrop , is given by
X
(C − p − m)λm + (C − p)λp
pdrop =

P (s, m, p).

(7)

λs + (C − p − m)λm + (C − p)λp

(s,m,p)∈Ψ
s>0
s+m+p=C

B. “Greedy” Malicious Users
Both greedy and obstructive malicious users behave identically when the system is full. Therefore, when s+ m+ p = C,
the transitions in the 3D-CTMC occur as shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). However, when the system is not full, s+m+p < C,
the transition rates of the 3D-CTMC differ from Fig. 1(c)
(as shown in Fig. 2) since greedy malicious users also make
requests for channels as secondary users do. The LBE for the
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Fig. 2. State transition diagram of the 3D-CTMC for the DSA network
carrying real-time traffic, with greedy malicious users, when s + m + p < C
(i.e., the system is not full). When s + m + p = C, the state transition
diagrams are same as Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

state transition diagram in Fig. 2 is given by Eqn. (8)
Since the 3D-CTMC with greedy malicious users has the
same set of feasible states as that with obstructive malicious
users, the steady state probability, P (s, m, p), ∀(s, m, p) ∈ Ψ,
can be solved from a system of linear equations specified
by Eqns. (3), (4), (8) and the normalization condition. The
blocking probability1, pblock , and the dropping probability,
pdrop , for a system under PUEA launched by greedy malicious
users, can then be obtained by substituting this solution,
P (s, m, p), in Eqns. (6) and (7), respectively.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS : N ON - REAL - TIME T RAFFIC
As mentioned in Section II, calls corresponding to reliability
sensitive, non-real-time traffic that do not find an alternate
channel when primary activity or PUEA occurs, are buffered
1 Due to the figure limit, we will omit the numerical results of the blocking
probability in Section V. Interested readers may refer to [21], a preliminary
version of this paper, for more details on the blocking probability performance.
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State transition diagrams of the 3D-CTMC for the DSA network carrying real-time traffic, with obstructive malicious users.

[pµp + sµs + mµm + (C − p)λp + (C − p − m)λm ] P (s, m, p)ψ(s, m, p)
= λs P (s − 1, m, p)ψ(s − 1, m, p) + (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ψ(s, m, p − 1)

(3)

[pµp + mµm + (C − p)λp ] P (s, m, p)ψ(s, m, p) = (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ψ(s, m, p − 1)

(4)

[pµp + sµs + mµm + (C − p)λp + λs ] P (s, m, p)ψ(s, m, p) = λs P (s − 1, m, p)ψ(s − 1, m, p) + (C − p + 1)λp
P (s, m, p − 1)ψ(s, m, p − 1) + (s + 1)µs P (s + 1, m, p)ψ(s + 1, m, p) + (p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)ψ(s, m, p + 1)



pµp + sµs + mµm + (C − p)λp + λm + λs



(5)

P (s, m, p)ψ(s, m, p) = λs P (s − 1, m, p)ψ(s − 1, m, p) + (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ψ(s, m, p − 1)

+(s + 1)µs P (s + 1, m, p)ψ(s + 1, m, p) + (m + 1)µm P (s, m + 1, p)ψ(s, m + 1, p) + (p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)ψ(s, m, p + 1) + λm P (s, m − 1, p)ψ(s, m − 1, p)

to be transmitted later following the departure of a primary
or secondary call or the end of malicious activity on a
channel. In order to compute the mean delay suffered by
secondary calls corresponding to non-real-time traffic, the
channel occupancy is once again modeled as a 3D-CTMC.
However, in this case, the three tuple representing a state is
(s, m, p) where s represents the total number of secondary
calls in the system (including the active ones that have a
channel for transmission as well as the ones that are buffered).
A channel occupancy state, (s, m, p), therefore indicates p
channels used by primary users and m channels occupied
by malicious users. If s + m + p ≤ C, then s represents
the number of channels used by secondary users. A state,
(s, m, p) such that s + m + p > C, represents a scenario when
(C − m − p) secondary calls are currently under transmission
and s + m + p − C secondary calls are buffered. The analysis
for obstructive and greedy malicious users are presented in
Sections IV-A and Section IV-B, respectively.
A. “Obstructive” Malicious Users
The transition rates of the 3D-CTMC when malicious users
display obstructive behavior, is shown in Fig. 3. The set of
feasible states of the 3D-CTMC, Ω, (Fig. 3), can be written
as
Ω = {(s, m, p) | 0 ≤ s ≤ C, m ≥ 0, p ≥ 0 and m + p ≤ C} − {(0, C, 0)} .

(9)

Let ω(s, m, p) denote an indicator function of Ω, given by

1 if (s, m, p) ∈ Ω,
ω(s, m, p) =
(10)
0
otherwise.

(8)

The LBE’s for the transitions shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(e) can then
given by Eqns. (11)-(15). P (s, m, p) can then be obtained,
∀(s, m, p) ∈ Ω, by solving a system of linear equations
specified by Eqns. (11)-(15) and the normalization condition.
The mean delay suffered by secondary calls is computed
as follows. Consider the head-of-line (HOL) secondary call
in the buffer when the system is in state (s, m, p) with
s + m + p > C. This is the first secondary call that was
buffered. This call has to wait for a time, Tservice (s, m, p),
to obtain a channel, i.e., until at least one of the p primary calls or the m malicious calls or the C − m − p
secondary calls terminates. Since the call holding times
of secondary, malicious and primary calls are exponentially distributed, Tservice (s, m, p) ∼ exp (µservice (s, m, p)),
where µservice (s, m, p) is given by Eqn. (16). Conditioned on
(s, m, p), the rest of the buffer can be modeled as an M/M/1
queue (we later average over (s, m, p) in Eqn. (19)), with
mean service time, µservice (s, m, p)−1 . The arrival rate into
the buffer, λbuffer (s, m, p), is computed as explained below.
Secondary calls arrive into the buffer only if s + m + p ≥ C
and s > 0, and this occurrence is only due to the arrival
of a primary call or due to successful PUEA launched by
malicious users. Therefore, λbuffer (s, m, p) can be written as
in Eqn. (17). The mean delay suffered by a secondary call that
entered the buffer at state (s, m, p), Tdelay (s, m, p), is obtained
as the mean sojourn time in the M/M/1 queue [22], which
is given by
Tdelay (s, m, p) =

1
.
µservice (s, m, p) − λbuffer (s, m, p)

(18)
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[pµp + (C − p − m)µs + mµm + (C − p)λp + (C − p − m)λm ]P (s, m, p)ω(s, m, p)
= (C − p − m + 1)λm P (s, m − 1, p)ω(s, m − 1, p) + (m + 1)µm P (s, m + 1, p)ω(s, m + 1, p)
+(C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1) + (p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)ω(s, m, p + 1)

(11)

[pµp + (C − p − m)µs + mµm + (C − p)λp + (C − p − m)λm ]P (s, m, p)ω(s, m, p)
= (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1) + (m + 1)µm P (s, m + 1, p)ω(s, m + 1, p)
+(p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)ω(s, m, p + 1) + λs P (s − 1, m, p)ω(s − 1, m, p)

(12)

[pµp + mµm + (C − p)λp ]P (s, m, p)ω(s, m, p) = (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1),

(13)

[pµp + mµm + (C − p)λp ]P (s, m, p)ω(s, m, p)
= (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1) + λm P (s, m − 1, p)ω(s, m − 1, p)

(14)

[pµp + sµs + mµm + (C − p)λp + λs ]P (s, m, p)ω(s, m, p)
= λs P (s − 1, m, p)ω(s − 1, m, p) + (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1)
+(s + 1)µs P (s + 1, m, p)ω(s + 1, m, p) + (p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)ω(s, m, p + 1)

(15)

µservice (s, m, p) = (C − m − p)µs + mµm + pµp .
λbuffer (s, m, p) =

(C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1)
P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1) + P (s, m − 1, p)ω(s, m − 1, p)

+

(C − m − p + 1)λm P (s, m − 1, p)ω(s, m − 1, p)
P (s, m, p − 1)ω(s, m, p − 1) + P (s, m − 1, p)ω(s, m − 1, p)

(16)
.

(17)

Averaging over all states (s, m, p) with s + m + p > C, the
mean delay of ongoing secondary calls spent in the buffer,
Tdelay , is obtained as
X

Tdelay =

(s + m + p − C)Tdelay (s, m, p)P (s, m, p)

(s,m,p)∈Ω
s+m+p>C

.

X

(19)

(s + m + p − C)P (s, m, p)

(s,m,p)∈Ω
s+m+p>C

B. “Greedy” Malicious Users
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Fig. 4. State transition diagram of the 3D-CTMC for the DSA network
carrying non-real-time traffic, with greedy malicious users, when m + p < C
and s + m + p = C. When s + m + p < C, the state transition diagram is
same as Fig. 2. When m + p < C and s + m + p > C, the state transition
diagram is same as Fig. 3(a). When m + p = C, the state transition diagram
is same as Fig. 3(d).

Greedy malicious users behave like secondary users when
the system is not full, i.e., they also make requests for channels
when channels are available. When the system is full, they
launch PUEA as obstructive malicious users do. Thus, the
system with greedy malicious users and that with obstructive
malicious users have the same state transition diagrams when
m+p < C and s+m+p > C and when m+p = C, as shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), respectively. When m + p < C and
s+m+p = C, the state transition diagram for the system with
greedy malicious users is different because greedy malicious
users also make call attempts with arrival rate λm , as shown
in Fig. 4. When s + m + p < C, the state transition diagram
is same as that of the system with real-time traffic, as shown
in Fig. 2. The set of feasible states of the 3D-CTMC for the
system with greedy malicious users is given by
Θ = {(s, m, p) | 0 ≤ s ≤ C, m ≥ 0, p ≥ 0 and m + p ≤ C} .

missing primary users, pmiss = 0, and malicious users are
always successful in launching PUEA, i.e., the probability
of successful PUEA, pPUEA = 1. It is possible to reduce
pPUEA (at the cost of increasing pmiss ), by deploying the
individual detection mechanism we proposed in [9] and [10],
the centralized protocol we proposed in [9], and the distributed
protocol we proposed in [10]. The expressions for the call
dropping probability, pdrop , and the mean delay, Tdelay , specified in Eqns. (7) and (19), respectively, can still be applied
by replacing λp by λp (1 − pmiss ) and λm by λm pPUEA ,
where pPUEA and pmiss correspond to the probability of
successful PUEA and the probability of missing the primary
user, yielded by the respective mechanisms. The parameters
for the system with no malicious users can be obtained by
setting λm = µm = pmiss = pPUEA = 0.

(20)

Let θ(s, m, p) denote an indicator function of Θ, given by

1 if (s, m, p) ∈ Θ,
θ(s, m, p) =
(21)
0
otherwise.
The LBE for the state transition diagram in Fig. 4, is then
given by Eqn. (22). Therefore, the steady state probability,
P (s, m, p), ∀(s, m, p) ∈ Θ, can be solved from the system of
linear equations specified by Eqns. (8), (11), (14), (22) and the
normalization condition, by replacing all indicator functions
with θ(·) defined in Eqn. (21). The mean delay, Tdelay , can
then be obtained from Eqn. (19) by replacing Ω with Θ.
The discussion thus far for the derivation of pdrop and Tdelay
in Eqns. (7) and (19) is for DSA networks where secondary
users never miss the primary users, i.e., the probability of

We consider a DSA network with C = 5 channels. The
arrival rate of primary calls, λp , is 1/hour, and the arrival rate
of secondary calls, λs , is 300/hour. We consider the mean of
the holding time of primary calls 1/µp = 24 seconds, and fix
both the mean of the holding time of secondary calls and that
of malicious calls at 1/µs = 1/µm = 36 seconds [21]. We
vary the number of malicious users in the system such that the
arrival rate of malicious calls, λm , varies from 10 to 100 calls
per hour. Our simulations were written in C++ and run on the
UBUNTU Linux platform. We simulate a real system with
primary, malicious and secondary traffic arrival and departure.
The sketch of our simulations is described as follows.
1) Generating traffic for primary, malicious and secondary
users, respectively.
2) Assigning channel for each call and implementing necessary spectrum handoff if secondary users are forced to
leave their channels by primary users or malicious users
successfully launching PUEA.
3) Constructing and maintaining a departure queue by
adding newly arrived calls to it, according to calls’
departure epochs. This departure queue represents the
active calls on the channels. The calls are removed
from the departure queue and considered finished if the
current time passes their departure epoch.
a) For real-time traffic, active secondary calls are
dropped if the departure queue has the same number of calls as the number of channels and a
new primary call or PUEA arrives. The number
of dropped calls is counted, and the dropping
probability is calculated accordingly.
b) For non-real-time traffic, constructing and maintaining a buffering queue by adding buffered secondary calls to it, according to calls’ arrival epochs
in the buffer. Their departure epochs in the buffer
are also recorded, and the delay they spend in the
buffer before moving to the departure queue is
calculated accordingly.
We compare the results obtained from the analysis with that
by simulations. The results for the performance of secondary
network with real-time traffic and non-real-time traffic are
discussed in Sections V-A and V-B, respectively.

[pµp + (C − p − m)µs + mµm + (C − p)λp + (C − p − m)λm ]P (s, m, p)θ(s, m, p) = (C − p + 1)λp P (s, m, p − 1)θ(s, m, p − 1)
+(m + 1)µm P (s, m + 1, p)θ(s, m + 1, p) + (p + 1)µp P (s, m, p + 1)θ(s, m, p + 1) + λm P (s, m − 1, p)θ(s, m − 1, p) + λs P (s − 1, m, p)θ(s − 1, m, p).
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Call dropping in secondary networks carrying real-time traffic. The descriptions of the legends are provided in Section V-A.

A. Real-time Traffic
Fig. 5 presents the call dropping performance of the secondary network with real-time traffic, when deploying the
protocols we proposed in [9] and [10] to mitigate PUEA.
It is observed that the analytical results closely match the
simulations. The legends in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are explained as
follows. “No PUEA (Analysis)” and “No PUEA (Simulation)”
represent the performances of secondary users when there is
no PUEA (i.e., pPUEA = pmiss = 0). “PUEA (Analysis)” and
“PUEA (Simulation)” represent the results when the malicious
users can always launch successful PUEA and secondary users
use no protocol or other mechanisms to detect PUEA (i.e.,
pPUEA = 1 and pmiss = 0). “IDM (Analysis)” and “IDM
(Simulation)” represent the performance of secondary users
when they make individual decisions on PUEA according to
the individual detection mechanism described in [9] and [10].
“CP (Analysis)” and “CP (Simulation)” represent the results
obtained when secondary users deploy the centralized protocol
described in [9] to mitigate PUEA. “DP (Analysis)” and “DP
(Simulation)” represent the results obtained when secondary
users deploy the distributed protocol described in [10], to
mitigate PUEA.
Fig. 5(a) depicts the call dropping performance of secondary
network with real-time traffic, when PUEA is launched by
obstructive malicious users. It is observed that PUEA launched
by obstructive malicious users can increase the dropping
probability significantly. For example, when λm = 100, the
dropping probability is increased from about 0.0004 without
PUEA to 0.06 with PUEA by obstructive malicious users,
which is an increase by two orders of magnitude. This
corresponds to an increase in the number of dropped calls
in the system, Ndrop , by two orders of magnitude, because
Ndrop = pdrop Ncalls , where Ncalls is the number of admitted
calls in the system. It can also be seen from Fig. 5(a) that

the call dropping performance exhibits significant difference
when different PUEA detection and mitigating mechanisms
are used. While the individual detection mechanism reduces
the number of dropped calls by about 80% for low traffic
loads of malicious users, the performance is still poor for
large traffic loads. The centralized protocol we proposed in
[9] can reduce the number of dropped calls by about one
order of magnitude for low malicious traffic loads. For large
malicious traffic loads, the improvement obtained by deploying
the centralized protocol is about 48%. The distributed protocol
we proposed in [10] can provide a similar improvement on the
call dropping performance for low malicious traffic loads. For
large malicious traffic loads, the distributed protocol provides
an improvement of about 58%.
Fig. 5(b) presents the call dropping performance of secondary network with real-time traffic, when PUEA is launched
by greedy malicious users. It is observed that PUEA launched
by greedy malicious users can also increase the number
of dropped calls by up to two orders of magnitude. From
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), it is observed that greedy malicious users
cause larger call dropping due to PUEA than obstructive
malicious users. This is because, greedy malicious users also
use the channels for themselves in addition to launching
PUEA, which causes more secondary calls to be blocked and
fewer secondary calls to be admitted into the system. Since
fewer calls are admitted in the system, the ratio of the number
of dropped calls to the number of admitted calls, i.e., the
dropping probability, increases. Our protocols in [9] and [10]
also result in significant improvements on the call dropping
performance for the case when malicious users exhibit greedy
behavior. In particular, the improvement is of the order of
about 70% for λm ≥ 90 and 90% for λm ≤ 20.
B. Non-real-time traffic
Fig. 6 presents the mean delay suffered by a secondary
network carrying non-real-time traffic. The legends in Fig. 6
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Mean delay in secondary networks carrying non-real-time traffic. The descriptions of the legends are provided in Section V-A.

follow those in Fig. 5. Fig. 6(a) depicts the performance for
the system with obstructive malicious users. It can be seen that
PUEA launched by obstructive malicious users can increase
the mean delay significantly. For example, when λm = 100,
the mean delay is increased from about 6.6 seconds without
PUEA to about 15.6 seconds with PUEA, i.e., a factor larger
than two. It is also observed from Fig. 6(a) that both the
centralized and distributed protocols can reduce the delay
caused by PUEA significantly, by providing almost the same
mean delay as that of a system with no PUEA when λm ≤ 70.
For large malicious traffic loads, the centralized protocol
proposed in [9] and the distributed protocol proposed in [10]
reduce the mean delay from 15.6 seconds to 7.4 seconds, i.e.,
by about 52%.
Fig. 6(b) depicts the delay performance of secondary network with greedy malicious users. It is observed that PUEA
launched by greedy malicious users can increase the mean
delay by up to 75% if no mitigating mechanisms are implemented. Note that, compared to Fig. 6(a), the mean delay
caused by greedy malicious users is smaller than that caused
by obstructive malicious users. This appears to be contrary to
the behavior observed in Section V-A, where greedy malicious
users resulted in a higher dropping probability. However, the
reason for this behavior is as follows. Greedy malicious users
use the channels themselves for their own communications and
hence cause more secondary calls to be blocked and fewer to
be admitted into the system, thus, causing fewer secondary
calls to be buffered later on due to PUEA. Let the number of
admitted secondary calls be N and N̂ when malicious users
operate in an obstructive and a greedy manner, respectively.
As mentioned above, N̂ < N . Let di denote the delay that
the ith buffered call suffers. The mean delay in thePsystem
N
with obstructive malicious users, Tobs , is Tobs = N1
i=1 di
and that in the system with greedy malicious users, Tgr , is
PN̂
th
Tgr = N̂1
buffered call has to
i=1 di . It is noted that the i
wait till the previous i − 1 calls leave the buffer. Therefore,
di ∼ d1 , i.e., Tobs ∼ (N + 1)d1 and Tgr ∼ (N̂ + 1)d1 . Since
N̂ < N , Tgr < Tobs , i.e., the mean delay in the system with

greedy malicious users is less than that in the system with
obstructive malicious users. It can also been seen from Fig.
6(b) that both the centralized and distributed protocols have
similar performances, and both protocols show great resilience
to PUEA. For example, when λm = 100, the centralized
protocol and the distributed protocol reduce the mean delay
from 11.5 seconds to about 7 seconds, i.e., a reduction of about
38%. When the malicious traffic load is not high (e.g., when
λm ≤ 70), both the centralized protocol proposed in [9] and
the distributed protocol proposed in [10] provide almost the
same delay performance as that of a system with no PUEA.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our protocols in [9]
and [10] in terms of improvements on the performance of
secondary network.
It is observed from Figs. 5 and 6, that the centralized
protocol we proposed in [9] yields the same or better network
performance than the distributed protocol we proposed in [10],
for most values of malicious traffic loads. This is because, the
distributed protocol uses only local information (the spectrum
decisions of a secondary user and its one-hop neighbors)
where as the centralized protocol utilizes global information
(spectrum decisions of all the users in the system). However,
the centralized protocol requires a centralized controller that
can obtain spectrum sensing decisions from all the users in
the system [9]. The distributed protocol only requires coordination between a user and its one-hop neighbors [10]. Our
results in this paper provide a means to trade-off performance
for complexity in the design of DSA networks.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented the first study of the impact of PUEA on the
performance of secondary DSA networks. A three dimensional
continuous time Markov chain (3D-CTMC) model was proposed to analyze the call dropping and delay performance of
secondary networks carrying real-time and non-real-time traffic, respectively. We studied two types of malicious behavior,
namely, greedy and obstructive.
PUEA was observed to result in one and half time larger
number of dropped real-time traffic calls and 75% additional

delay for non-real-time traffic. The centralized and distributed
protocols we proposed in [9] and [10] reduce the number of
dropped real-time traffic calls by up to one order of magnitude.
Our protocols also provide almost the same delay performance
as that of a system with no PUEA, given that malicious
traffic load is low. When malicious traffic is high, our protocols provide an improvement by up to 54% on the delay
performance. The centralized protocol we proposed in [9]
yields better network performance than the distributed protocol
we proposed in [10] at the cost of higher complexity. Our
analysis in this paper provides a means to trade-off between
performance and complexity in the design of DSA networks
under PUEA. Topics for extension include the analysis of
the system with mixed real-time and non-real-time traffic, the
attacks and defense scenarios for such systems and traffic with
multiple classes and QoS requirements.
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